This paper describes the management of hydroponic systems that can be defined as open, semi-closed to completely closed or NFT (i.e. 0% to 100% recycling of the drain), which have several water sources with different water qualities. The methodology is based on:
1. It exchanges measurements with the supervised system for the usually measured variables (temperature, humidity, solar radiation, conductivity and pH of irrigation and drain solution, quantity of drain, etc.). 2. It uses simulation models when real on-line measurements are practically unfeasible.
More specifically, these models include plant (WU, NU) and root system parametric simulations for any type of substrate. The plant model accurately estimates water uptake (WU) and nutrient uptake (NU) at every moment (mass balance, per second) [Pardossi et al] :
-It lets the user define the flow type from the mini sprinkler up to the drain from the substrate (from perfect mix to direct drain), so that it can accurately estimate the conductivity and the concentrations of the elements in the root. -It lets the user regulate the water uptake model (WU), which is based on solar radiation (S O ) and vapor pressure deficit (VPD), with the capability of estimation of the leaf temperature [Fuchs et al.] and self-adaptation of the model [Sigrimis et al.] when some measurement (substrate's humidity, quantity of drainage, tank level in completely closed systems) is available. -It lets the user regulate the uptake model (NU) of each major element (N, P, K, Ca, Mg, Na, Cl). The model of each element is parametric, of the following form:
where the user must define at least the uptake coefficient k x for each element x (otherwise, there is a default value for each element). The other three parameters (p for the root concentration of the element, k E for the intensity of transpiration and k p for the intensity of photosynthetically active radiation -PAR) are set equal to zero if they are not known. -It accepts periodic measurements and adjusts the uptake models. It integrates the absorbed elements and water, and adjusts the integrated elements to cover any losses as well as the
integrated salinity. In this way, it decides dynamically the proportion of usage of each water source, based on specific rules, which are user-defined and can be altered at any time.
An elaboration of proper functions for modeling NU is presented and a powerful function that can easily adapt to increasing/decreasing tendencies and fit NU data from the HORTIMED experiments [Stangellini et al, Lorenzo et al] Running the DSS off-line on different scenarios provides some insight with useful results 
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